This fellowship is sponsored by CLARIANT and will be jointly awarded with the German Chemical Society GDCh.

Who is eligible to apply?
International researchers with a PhD degree (awarded a maximum of six months ago) or close to finalizing their PhD degree who
• Have an outstanding scientific track record
• Propose a convincing and well-planned research project in the field of green and sustainable chemistry
• Have identified and confirmed a European academic research institute and facility where they can conduct their project, including a mentoring agreement.

What is the scope of funding?
• Fellowship of 30,000 EUR for one year (optional: extension to a second year)

How do I apply?
Closing date: February 28th, 2021 online at www.gdch.de/effenberger-fellowship

Your application should include a research proposal (max. 2 pages), a curriculum vitae, a reference from your current PhD supervisor and a confirmation letter from your future academic supervisor. The latter two documents must include a short evaluation of the research proposal.

For more information see www.gdch.de/effenberger-fellowship